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Fascinating Sleepover

1 “I didn’t even realize that you could sleep at the museum,”

Keisha was saying as she rode the escalator to the top floor.

2 “Well,” her dad said, “they only allow it once a year. It’s kind of

a special occasion. They just installed a new exhibit called Whale

Song.”

3 “Dad! What about my birthday?” Keisha nudged him in the ribs

with her elbow.

4 “Right, that’s another special occasion. Happy birthday to you.”

5 “When you told me I was having a birthday sleepover, I

thought you were taking me to Grandma’s house. I never thought

of the Museum of Natural History Night with Whales.”

6 They stepped off the escalator and slowly shuffled forward into

the huge Dome Atrium, their eyes glued to the ceiling. There,

suspended high overhead, was an entire pod of humpback whales.

The life-sized models were hanging from thin, nearly-invisible steel

wires. The pod seemed to be swimming as a group through the air

over the Atrium.

7 “It looks like the Dome is their aquarium!” Keisha exclaimed

breathlessly. “Look, the dome is colored blue with those lights

shining up from the walls! And it’s sparkly, like we’re underwater!”

Keisha noticed that the sparkles were tiny fairy lights twinkling,

randomly it seemed, throughout the dome. One of the museum’s

docents was helping people unroll their sleeping bags on the floor

underneath the whales.

8 “Over there, Keisha.” Dad was pointing. “Let’s get set up while

there’s still room.”

9 “I love sleeping

with the whales!”

Keisha’s eyes sparkled

like the fairy lights.

10 “I don’t think you’ll

get much sleep,” her

dad said with a laugh.

4 Read this sentence from paragraph 6 in the selection.

The narrator’s description of Keisha and her father shows that –

F Keisha is concerned she might be disappointed by the exhibit

G they have trouble finding the correct floor for the exhibit

H they are both surprised and amazed by the museum exhibit

J they are slow to recognize the Whale Song exhibit

1 The word randomly in paragraph 7 means –

A without a pattern or logic C by law; legally

B in sequential order D in a clever or compelling way

They stepped off the escalator and slowly shuffled forward
into the huge Dome Atrium, their eyes glued to the ceiling.

2 Why did Keisha’s father bring her to the museum?

F He knew that Keisha loves whales and other marine life.

G He surprised her with a sleepover event at the museum for her

birthday.

H The Museum of Natural History offered Keisha a sleepover as a

birthday gift.

J He wanted to see the new exhibit, Whale Song, at the Museum

of Natural History.

3 The ticket stub graphic, along with the details in the selection,

support the idea that –

A Night with Whales is a unique event offered to the public by the

museum’s staff

B most of the people attending Night with Whales will get very little

sleep

C the Dome Atrium of the museum has been converted into a

virtual aquarium exhibit

D Keisha and her father will remember the event fondly
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Museum of Natural History

Night with Whales

Child Admission

Ticket no: 0230087

Price: $24.50

(special event

discount code)

Single Use Only

Time: at museum

closing, 8:00pm,

April 24, 2018

Location: Dome

Atrium, 5
th

floor (see

docent for details)
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Frontier Doctor

1 In the 19th century, the western part of the United States was

still a frontier. Communities needed professional doctors, but

hospitals were sometimes hundreds of miles away. The farms and

small towns of rural America depended on their frontier doctor.

2 Doctors on the frontier might have known every person in a

community. They often delivered every baby and sat with older and

sick patients in their last moments. Doctors frequently traveled to

their patients’ homes and even their fields or ranches in the case of

an accident. In this way, frontier doctors were a valuable and

knowledgeable resource in their communities.

3 Frontier doctors practiced all types of medicine. They delivered

babies, pulled teeth, set broken-bones, made their own medicines,

tended wounds, treated diseases and eased the pains of settler life

in western lands. They often took their payment in goods like

chickens, wheat, corn or beef. Some frontier doctors even made

their own medical instruments.

4 The following passage is taken from Bethenia Owens-Adair:

Some of Her Life Experiences. Dr. Owens-Adair practiced medicine

in Roseburg, Oregon. “I carried on my professional work as best I

could in that out-of-the-way place; and at no time did I ever refuse

a call, day or night, rain or

shine. I was often compelled

to go on foot, through trails

so overhung with dense

undergrowth, and obstructed

with logs and roots, that a

horse and rider could not get

past; and through muddy and

flooded tide-lands in gum

boots.”

5 America’s rural doctors saved lives and eased suffering on the

western frontier of our young nation. No challenge was too great for

the professional attention of these American heroes.

4 How do the details in paragraph 3 support the author’s argument?

F They compare a frontier doctor’s tools and medicine to the

equipment of a doctor in a larger city.

G They list the ways in which a frontier doctor treated and assisted

their patients on the American frontier.

H The details create a mental image of a doctor on a difficult and

dangerous journey during an emergency.

J They account for how many lives were saved by heroic frontier

doctors.

1 Both the text and the illustration included with the selection

support the idea that --

A frontier doctors traveled to assist patients at any time of the day

or night

B many patients were unable to pay for a frontier doctor’s services

C a frontier doctor might have known every person in his or her

community

D Dr. Owens-Adair practiced medicine in Roseburg, Oregon

2 Which words or phrase from the article clarifies the meaning of

rural in paragraph 1?

F professional doctors H farms and small towns

G the 19th century J communities and hospitals

3 By including the quoted passage in paragraph 4, the author hopes

to convey –

A how frontier doctors appreciated the natural beauty of their

communities

B the degree to which weather patterns have changed in the

western states

C how modern doctors continue to work to treat patients in rural

communities

D the difficulty of life for a doctor on the American frontier
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Presidential Pets

1 Believe it or not, a moolly* cow once lived at the White House!

There is a museum dedicated to the first family’s pets, and it has

exhibits that detail the various pets of our nation’s presidents.

2 Most presidents have had commonplace pets. Dogs and cats

have frequently lived in the White House. But a few pets were

unique. Pushinka, for example, was a mixed-breed dog given to

President John F. Kennedy by the Premier of Soviet Russia, Nikita

Kruschev. Pushinka even had puppies while Kennedy was

president. The Kennedy family

actually had over 20 animals

at the White House, including

dogs, cats, ponies, canaries,

parakeets, hamsters and

rabbits!

3 The White House in

Washington D.C. was also

home to cattle. President

William Howard Taft was the

last president to have cattle at

the White House. He brought

Moolly Wooly, his pet cow, to

the lawn by the War, State and

Navy Building. He later had a

cow named Pauline to provide

the first family with milk and

butter. Times have changed.

Pauline’s pasture is now the

Eisenhower Executive Office

Building.

*moolly, mooly, or muley are all

derivations of the Irish Moiled cattle

breed

*a fife is a small flute

4 From the information in the last paragraph of Presidential Pets, the

reader can infer that –

F many American families keep cattle as pets

G many presidents have cattle at the White House

H life in and around the White House is very different today than in

the past

J dairy products fresh from cows are healthier than products found

on store shelves

5 The reader can find the clarification of words with asterisks –

A in the poem’s title C in the poem’s stanzas

B at the end of the selection D in the article’s main body

1 The poem takes its name from –

A a famous children’s story featuring a milk cow

B President Taft’s famous milk cow, Mooly Wooly

C a repeated phrase at the end of the first four stanzas

D an Irish breed of cattle

2 The poet uses figurative language in lines 9 and 10 to describe a

child –

F enjoying a glass of milk H with a pet cow

G who is upset J grateful for fresh milk

3 How are the cows in the poem and the article Presidential Pets

similar?

A Good Moolly Cow and Pauline both provide their families

with fresh milk.

B They both live on farms with many other animals.

C Both Good Moolly Cow and Mooly Wooly are the main characters

in children’s poems.

D They both have names that rhyme.
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The Good Moolly Cow

By Eliza Lee Follen

1 Come! Supper is ready;

2 Come! Boys and girls, now,

3 For here is fresh milk

4 From the good moolly cow.

5 Have done with your fife*,

6 And your row de dow dow,

7 And taste this sweet milk

8 From the good moolly cow.

9 Whoever is fretting

10 Must clear up his brow,

11 Or he’ll have no milk

12 From the good moolly cow.

13 When children are hungry

14 O, who can tell how

15 They love the fresh milk

16 From the good moolly cow!

17 So, when you meet moolly,

18 Just say, with a bow,

19 “Thank you for your milk,

20 Mrs. Good Moolly Cow.”
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